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UsAiE TAC Technical !-otes are published by the. USAF Environmental
' Technical Applications Center to disseminate aerospace sciences ,

information to units of the Air Weather Servicc. "Subject matter con-
tained in these Technical Jotes, while pertinent, is ndot deemed
appropriate for publication as Air Weather Service " 1echnical .. rPorts
which are confined to those :stud.ies, reports, techniques, etc., of a
more pdrmianent arid specfic nature. Technical Notes include such
material as wing yeminar listings, bibliographies, special data
compilations, climatic st zlies, and certain USA'ETAC projpct reports

'which may be of special interest to urnits of the AWS 6rganization.
This series is published undei the 'provision of Akil 6-1 ano AWSR 80-s,
as amended. "
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EDITOR' S PREFACE

This study was undertaken at the direction of the Commander, 6 hIW6,and

presents a brief but excellent summary o.' the early history of the rocketsonde

program and existing and anticipated requi'emm.nts for rocketsonde data. The

authors also set forth their suggestions on wi:at., in tleir opinion, must be

implemented if tile requirements for rocketMonCe data arc to be adequately

served in the future. 'Uhile the actions ."u$,r;es-ed in this study and the con-

clusions reached by the authors may be s"tw..l.,r to those held by other person-

nel, both military and eivtlyan, involved i.i the ovee'a].] rocketsonde program,

the publication of this report should in way be construed as e.tablishinr

the authors' findings as being the officc.i Air '.1eather Service position on

the future requirements and recommended ,.:rnges of the Rocketsondc prograrn.

This report contains solely the views at. findings of the authors and its pub-

lication offers the reader only an insij. it into the coi:.J.Iex rocketsonde e'orts

of the meteorological co:mnunity.

LA.-IENCEN DERRY
W.ditor
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PURPOSE

From its very beginning the meteorological rocket network has been primar-
ily a network of opportunity, both spatially and temporally. This was due to

the initial requirements being for direct support to larger missile systems.

As the accumulated data base enlarged and the requirements expanded, it became

apparent that a more synoptically-oriented network was the most practical ap-
proach to satisfying existing demands. in 1968 the first efforts were made to
orientate the network temporally. This study resulted in the establishment of
launch schedules which varied for each station depending on its latitude and
the time of the year. Spatial distribution was not considered because of the
limited data base available and the lack of other facilities to support mete-
orological rocket stations.

In spring 1971, the Commander of the 6th Weather Wing directed his staff
to conduct a study of the proper spatial and temporal distribution of the mete-
orological rocket network. This study, completed in November 1971 by 6th
Weather Wing staff personnel, has two advantages over the 1968 study: a better
data base from which to work, and the availability of more locations for in-
stallation of meteorological rocket stations if deemed necessary.

.4'
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EDITOR' S PREFACE

This study was undert.aken at the direction of the Commander, 6 W1Ig,and

presents a brief but excellent summary of the early history of the rocketsondc

program and existing and anticipated requirements for rocketsonde data. The

authors also set forth their suggestions on what, in their opinion, must be

implemented if the requirements for rocketsonde data are to be adequately

served ii the future. While the actions suggested in this study and the con-

clusions reached by the authors may be shimilar to those held by other persor)-

nel, both military and civtlian, involved in the overall rocketsonde program,

the publication of this report should in no way be construed as e!;tablishinr

the authors' findings as being the official Air Wieather Service position on

the future requirements and recommended changes of the Rocketsonde program,ý.

This report contains solely the views and findings of the authors and its pub-

lication offers the reader only an insight into the coi:.piex rocketsonde ei'r'orts

of the meteorological comnunity.

LAN.-IRENCIE BERRY
-d.i.tor
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE PROPER SPATIAL AND TEI.•0ORAL "REQUENCY
OF THE METEOROLOGICAL ROCKETSONDE NETIh.ORK

History

During Uorld War i1, sounding balloon technology was improved to provide
routine measurement of the atmosphere to 0O0,000 feet. .ubsequent to this era,
the artificial satellite provided similar capabilities for the region above

500,000 feet. The meteorological rocket was developed to eliminate the obvious
data void between these two systems. Initial meteorological rocket soundings
were conducted with rather large off-the-shelf missile systems immediately

after World War I1. In the early 1950s, the first exploratory meteorological
missile system was developed. This system used an exLsting Army rocket motor
(LOKI) with a chaff-filled dart, deploying a cha".' cloud at approximately
200,000 feet. Although the reliability of the wind and density data derived
from radar tracking of this chaff cloud was limited, this system did act as a

filler until high alti tude sensor development could catch up with existing re-
quirements. In the late 1950s, the ARCA." (the first truly meteorological

missile system) was developed by the US Navy. With this new system we could
measure temnerature, winds. and, indirectly, obtain density with acceptable
reliability. The ARCAS beca:me the pvime vehicle for the high altitude meteoro-
logical obsturvIng program until the late 196Os. Once the capability to con-

duct these measurements was available, the entire scientific community insisted
on not only mc-, data, but also a better distribution of measurements geo-

graphically. *'rom this need evolved the USA.'" Rocketsonde Network Program,
later named the Air 'orce Environmental Rocket Sounding System (AfERSS). BEe-

cause support to the large rmissile systems had the overriding prior.ities Lor

these data, the Initial stations or this network were located on the Atlantic
Missile Ranile (inter named Ezastern Test lRange), Pacific Missile .,ange, EgliA

APB, Wallops Island Missile ,ange, and Fort Churchill lHissile Range. As sys-
tems and log;istical support became available, the network was expanded to
satisfy specific requirements. There has been extensive cooperation between

all Federal aCencies Prom the beginning1 of this program; in the mid-1,Oi0s,
most of the ý'ederal agencies involved in conducting meteorologica] rocket pro-

grams joined the AFERSS, thereby making this, in fact, an actual -*ederal Co-

operative Meteorological Rocket Network (C:4n11).

Althouglh the network had a reliable missile system to accomplish its mis-
sion, it was hampered by the relatively h~igh cost of this system (ARCAS). in
1967 a significant engineering breakthrough was realized with the development

of an instrument for the previously-mentioned LOKI system. The first large
purchase ox these systems was made in 1968 at a cost o' `858 each, thus
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realizing a savings of approximately $1400 per system over the ARCAS. During

the same period, it was determined that we could decrease the launch frequency
at each station. This was possible because the variability of the atmosphere

at a particular station depended, largely, upon its geographic, location and.
time of year. These two actions resulted in a program budget reduction of ap-

proximately 50% with no degradation in the program quality. The instrumented
LOKI (PWN-8B) system has now become the primary vehicle of the AFERSS.' For
many years we were unable to acquire all the required data to 100 km, due: to
the excessive cost of rocket vehicles. In 1970, with the availability of the

relatively inexpensive Viper Dart system, we commenced high altitude sensing at
five stations weekly.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories is now condicting a qualification
and standardization program on a Super LOKI system. This system will perform
all meteorological rocket requirements at approximately one-half the present;
budget. With this system we will have one motor which will launch the non-
transponder 60-km payload, the transponder 60-km payload, and the 100-km pas-

sive sphere.

Meteorological Rocket Data Requirements

The scientific community has profited greatly from meteorological rocket
observations. The literature contains numerous articles on such phenomena as
"stratospheric warming" or "26-month cycle of high altitude equatorial winds"
in which meteorological rocket observations contributed significantly. As a
result, the meteorologist has been able to gain some basic knowledge on 'the
interactions between the very high atmosphere and the lower atmosphere.' in
this way, the forecaster has been given an additional tool to improve his fore-
casts both for the lower and upper atmosphere. The eost important and direct
uses made of meteorological rocket data, however, are related to the missile
and satellite operations. In support of missile/satellite operations the
meteorological rocket data are used for planning, go-no go decisions, vehicle
design, and vehicle performance assessment. The most important atmospheric
parameters needed for this support are density and winds.

When ballistic missiles and orbital space vehicles re-enter the high at-
mosphere, an ionized plasma sheath builds and surrounds the re-entry vehicle.
These sheaths are persistent through a large percentage of the re-entry phase
and, because of their electrical properties, are extremely detrimental to the
propagation of electromagnetic energy to and from the vehicles. Radio per-
formance is often impaired to the point where actual communication "black-outs"
occur. The ionized wake oO' the re-entry vehicles, as well as the electromag-
netic energy emitted by the vehicle, changes the cross-sectional signature to
such an extent that tracking radars are often unable to accurately fix the

2
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vehicle's position in space. kince the range of frequencies of this induced

electrofiiagnetic radiation covers a broad banid of the spectrum, including the

visible portion, the consequences of .the atmospheric-vehicle interactions on

defense systems ;that use electromagnetic techniques in tracking and tarce';ing

are obvious.

Guidance: systems used in miissiles are of vari!us types, all of which are

susceptible .to wind effects,. All guidance systems are of a ynamic character

afd are sensitive to resonance. Thus, while it! is ne'zessary to, predict the

wind profile as a function of altitude Cor guidance computations, it is also

vital to have gust data so as to account for the various wind loads imposed

"upon a missile system. These data a-re nep.ded in the form that will present.

oscillatory wind variations that the missile will encounter rather than the

I probability of a single existence of a wind or gust magnitude at varicus alti-

. t~udes. Closed lo9p stability characte'ristics ih the guidance system may be

sucdh that when the controlled'system is coupled with the bending modes, the

resultant deflections can be driven to considerably larger amplitudes thz.n

those due to discrete gusts in the vicinity of maximum dynamic pressure. Guid-

ance system's esta62ishi requirements for wihd data at much higher altitudes than

those from stru2tural consideration. At altitudes above main-engine burnout,

there may exist marginal damp.np at frequ'encies very close to the low resonant

frequency of' ti~e rigid body. Pitching motions may be built up in thi, situa-

tion by repeated application of random winds. This motion determines the con-

'trolled re'quirements at second-stage separation and ignition which often occur

at altitudes greater than 100,000 feet. Wind requirements needed for trajec-

tory-error analysis vary considerably. One of the important factors for tra-

jectory calculations is how I does *the wind deviate as a function of time and

space. For tiajectory calculations the'e a4pears to be sufficient dynamic

pressure up to altitudes oý 200,000 feet to establish wind requirements to this

altitude.

'The effects of 'atmospheric density"on spade vehicles, bot> aerodynamic and

ballistic, are many and varied. Aerodynamic pressures that occur during the

flights of ballistic and serqdynamic vehicles are functions of the ambient

a.tmosphehic density and its variability in time and space. _' the ambient

density actually encountered by a ballistic missile during the boost phase Is

higher than the assumed value, the dynamnic pressure and resultant stress on

the vehicle 'will be proportionately higher. These dynamic stresses can place

ar intolerable burden on structural design capabilities. Atmospheric density

als'o affects the re-entry perfor:mance of ..issiles in a variety of ways. The

most detrimental of these effects are on the range •.nd fuzin1 , of the warheads,

which can result in excessive errors in the Circular ,.rrr Probabiaity (CEP).

Therefore, accurate ambient dengity data are re4uired over the entire range of

I 3
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the missile to help reduce these CEP errors to permissible limits. As weapons

systems become more refined, the probability of their attaining high Mach num-

bers in the se.sible atmosphere will be increased. Thus, an accurate pre-

launch similation of aerodynamic heating may be required to preclude heat

damage to the vehicle and nose cone during the boost phase.

Boost-glide vehicles are aerodynamic. Therefore, atmospheric density will

have a variety of effects upon them, including the following influences:

a. Heating of the glider and booster during launch and boost.

b. Structural integrity due to aerodynamic pressures.

c. Range of the orbital vehicle.

d. Altitude damping rate.

e. Flight level maneuver margin.

f. PerI'ormance characteristics.

If the density at given altitude is higher than programmed for a given boost

trajectory, the heat transfer rate into the vehicle will be higher by an

amount determined by the ratio •f the actual density to the assumed density

rai. ?d to the 0.8 power (assuming turbulent flow). F'or exam-le, if the actual

d• 'Ity were 50% greater than assumed, the heat transfer would be 38% higher.

inaraLore, ambient density values with an accuracy of 2 to 3% are required to

calculate tho actual aerodynamic heat transfer rates into these boost-glide

vehicles.

The maneuver margins for glider re-entry are functions of atmospheric den-

sity. If, at the time of injection, the actual density profiles are less than

assumed by 10 and 50%, the maneuver margin will be reduced by 7 and 35%, re-
spectively. Similar deleterious effects on glider lift will be encountered if

the deviation Crom assumed density is on the plus side. These density varia-

tions can be tolerated if they are known beforehand and a suitable trajectory

is programmed. However, results can be disastrous if the flight trajectory is

programmed to intentionally approach the temperature limit, assuming a 10%

deviation, and the glider encounters a 50% deviation. Horizontal variations in

atmospheric density can have similar restrictive effects on the maneuver margin

if they are not knowm. The net effect of not having accurate ambient density
measurements below 400,000 feet is to seriously degrade the design capabilities

of the boost-glide vehicles by forcing the test engineers to program an over-
estimation of ambient atmospheric conditions.

In addition to safety of flight considerations, ambient density data are
also needed in conjunction with on-board glider measurements to determine

boost-glider performance characteristics such as the lift and drag coeffici-

Sents, stability derivatives, an.1 aerodynamic heating parameters during the test
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phase of development. In this connection, accurate ambient density data are

necessary to confine the uncertainty in flight test data to the vehicle per-

formance rather than to the environment. For boost-glide vehicles, then, it

can be concluded that prediction of ambient atmospheric-density data or realis-

tic density design criteria will be required to above 1100,000 feet at the

launch site, at the orbital injection point, and along the re-entry path.

Another example may be cited as to why better knowledge of the ambient

density is required to levels above 300,000 feet. Consider the weight-drag

ratio or ballistic coefficient of a re-entry vehicle. This coefficient appears

in each missile design and performance consideration, and is defined as W/CA

where W is vehicle weight, A is the vehicle cross-sectional area, and C is the

drag coefficient, which is directly proportional to density. Test engineers

have determined that the error in the ballistic coefficient can not exceed 10%

if test objectives are tu be achieved. ff an errc.L in density must be con-

servatively estimated as 30% in the absence of exact data, this 10% accuracy

for the bal.listic coefficient can never be achieved. To decrease this value

to permissible limits will require specific measurements of ambient density to

1100,000 feet to an accuracy within 3ý5.

v'or support of satellite operations, density forecasts and observations

are needed at 1l. altitudes at which the aerodynamic drag has a significant

effect on satellite orbits .und re-entry trajectories. The accuracy of density

data derived from observatioAs of' changes in satellites ephemerides is degraded

because of the assumption necessary in the derivations. Direct density meas-

urements on a real-time basis are therefore needed to develop necessary fore-

casting techniques.

In sunmmary, it has been showm that ambient density data to 400,000 feet

and an accuracy of plus or minus 305 are needed. These accurate density date

are required in the analysis of test flight performance in order to confine

the uncertainties of the test evaluation to ^he vehicle hardware rather than

to the environment. The penalty for not satisfying this requirement for ac-

curate Jensity data can be delineated as follows:

a. Excessive aerodynamic heating of boost-glide vehicles that can limit

the vehic2e's performance or, in extreme cases, lead to vehicle destruction.

b. Continued inability to properly assess the effects on high performance

missiles during the boost phase.

c. Continued uncertainty in man's knowledge of co,.stants and coefficie.its

that are density dependent.

d. Continued inability to properly assess the atmospheric effects on elec-

tromagnetic blackouts so that these effect's can be overcome.

5,•• a b vroe
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e. Continued inability to properly track and assess a re-entry vehicle

during the test phase because of electromagnetic wake effects that inhibit

tracking.

f. Continued inability to properly assess the range and fusing of re-entry
warheads.

Spatial and Temporal Frequencies to Satisfy Current and Anticipated Requirements

When the Cooperative Meteorological Rocket Network (CMRN) was established
in 1959, data requirements, as stated in the previous section, had not dictated
specific sampling frequeriy .r station location. In most instances, location
had been a case of sitir ; where possible and sampling when time and personnel
permitted. Meteorolog .al rocket-launch locations had been established at

existing test ranges, previously chosen with safety and security as the primary
considerations. Hence, launch locations are on coasts, in deserts, and in

other sparsely populated areas. Temporally, launches were scheduled for local
noon (plus or minus 3 hours) and 1-5 times a week. This frequency was in-
creased whenever special data were needed in support of missile launches, sys-

tems testing, scientific investigations, etc. Scheduling launches at local
noon was the best compromise possible to achieve a near synoptic network. Al-
though it was desirable to have some launches conducted at night, this was not

possible at most network stations due to economic constraints.

In an attempt to answer the sampling frequency question, the Scientific
Advisory Group (SAG) of the Interdepartment Committee for Applied Meteorologi.-
cal Research conducted a .iurvey of rocketsonde data customers (1970). The
consensus was that there is a need for increased horizontal coverage. Speci'-
ically, increased coverage was needed in the polar and southern latitudes.
The latter could perhaps be covered by further expansion of the Experimental

Inter-American Meteorological Rocket Network (EXAMETNET), which provides a
Southern Hemisphere extension of the CMRN and provides for exchange of data
between member countries and with the CMRN. Two other selected general areas
in need of' better coverage were east of Greenwich to the mid-Pacific and with-

in 5 degrees either side of the equator. Additionally, it was proposed that
6-l0 stations be established along an arc of longitude from the Arctic to thr.

Antarctic.

The results of the SAG survey regarding temporal variations specified I

change from the present near-local-noon launch to a rotation throughout the
day. This rotation wotild result in three benefits to the scientific an.! mll,!-

tary conmiunities. One would be the enhancement of the study of atmospheric

tides and diurnal variations. Also, we would be able to unbias our climnto)J-
gies which are currently based on measurements taken at near maximum heati.,,
times. With unbiased climatologies and more information on tides ani I'ruA)

6
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variations, better support could be provided to tezt programs. Lastly, our

ability to identify and track stratospheric warmings would be greatly improved;

perhaps leading to a better understanding of this stratospheric event and its

impact on tropospheric weather.

From the SAG survey we have compiled a list of suggestions for improvement

of our rocketsonde network; the question now is "is this enough or too uuch"'?

To answer this question we must examine the data to determine wave lengths,

wave speeds, wave amplitudes, and wave frequencies of' the meteorological param-

eters. Once this Informatiin is available, we can determine a minimum array

of observing stations which can optimally define density waves above 30 kn,.

USAFETAC Report 5913 presents density data for 30-, 40-, 50-, and 60-kmi levels

in a format easily adapted to visual and statistical interpretation. Since

density is the most important parameter between 30-60 km, we shall attempt to

answer the posed question for density alone and allow temperature and winds to

fall into place through inference. A statistical pilot study of one month's

data (May 1968) for a sin(:le station (Cape Kennedy) was initially performed.

Caoe Kennedy data for the month of May were chosen beca..se o' the completeness

of observations. Reports rom other .,ionths. and stations of the AFERSS and the

C0IRN contained too many data gaps. For the subject mor.th, 20% of the data were
"1nanu~actur,'" by extrapolation and linearization techniques. If' all stations

and months had been used, this figure wuuld easily have ii•creased to 50%, and
at 60 kin, as high as 60,X.

Tables 1-4 show the results of a harmonic analysis of the %ay 19C8 data.

The rankingm are by percentaLte of the variance explainc"- (PVE). Enuugh har-

monies were totaled to explain not less than 90% of the variance.

Iay 1968

TABLE 1 (30 kmn) T, • 2 (10 kin) TABLE 3 (5) kin) TABLE 11 (60 km)

HAR P(days) PVE(`) HAR P(days) PVE(%) lIAR P(days) P1o,'(%) hdi P(days)

5 6.2 38.55 4 7.8 40.20 1 31.0 32.55 2 .15.5 413.72
0 3.4 A1.16 1 31.0 18.47 3 10.3 2h-')9 3 31.0 16.06
h 7.8 i2.34 2 15.5 1 .15 5 6.2 19.88 5 6.2 8 93
6 5.2 7.40 3 10.3 6.02 2 15 r 6.6l 3 10 7:3 3.9 7.33 12 2.6 7.03 7 4.U 2.jl h 7. (.34

13 2.N 3.88 15 2.1 4.76 12 2.6 5.17 7 4.4 5.05
10 3.1 3.53 5 6.2 3.00 9 3.4 2.70
i'. 2.8 2.87 7 11.4 2.52 10 3.1 2.36

S3.9 2.31

1UAFETAC Veport 5913, June 1970 (ur.publIshed).
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If Table 1 is compared to 2, 3, and 4, 'the obvious' questicn is "what hap-
pened to the 1st and 2d harmonics"? A partial answer could be that since the
1st and 2d harmonics were waves with very low amplitudes at 30 km, they could
easily have been lost in the noise, or stratonull 2 which often exists near that
level. To investigate their behavior even 'further, two additibnal 1months'
(February and July 1970) data were analyzed. The results are. shown in Tables
5-12. In the July 1970 dat&, the climb of'the 1st harmonic from fifth place
at 30 km to first place at 40, 50, and .0 km was not as Uramatic as in the
pilot data. Howeveri it is interesting to note that the Pebruaiy 1970 data
have the ist harmonic in first place at all levels. There is an obvious in-
ference which could be made concerning the seasonal occurrence of the strato-
null at 30 Am, but the data sample is too 'small to actually state it.

February i970

TABLE 5 (30 km) TABLE 61(40 km) TABLE 7 (59 kin) TABLE 8 (66 kin)

HAR P(days) PVE(%) -1HAR P(days) P HAR P(days) PVE~g) HAR P(days) PVE,(%)
1 28.0 53.21 1 28.0 82.16 1 28.0 50.114 3 28.uo 94.29'
2 11.'0 10.76 7 -4.0 3.28 2ý 14.0 25.77
4 71 ý.14 9 3.1 2 •' -9.3 8.11
6 9.7 .91 1i 2.5 1.2 7.0 '6.57

14 2.0 4.59 4 7.0 1.75
3 9.3 3.72

12 2.3 3.19
5 C.C 2.54

July 1970

TABLE 9 (30 kin) TABLU 10 1(40"km) TABLE 11 (50 kmd) TABLE 12 (66 kin)

LiAR P(days, PVE() HAR P(days) PVE(%) HAR P(days) PVE(%) MAR P(days) !V!(%)
4 7.b 30.29 1 31.0 59.50 1 31.0 611.16 1 31.0 C7.88
3 10.3 24.93 3 10.3 14.85 2 15.5 13.86 2 15.5 20.37
2 15.5 14.37 ?1 7 11.75 3 ' 10.3 11.51 '4 ,7.8 6.80'
5 6.2 11.66 5 6.2 4.16 4 7.8 2.21
1 31. ) 6.83
9 3.11 3.32 1

To obtain an overall ranking, the PV.s for each hhrmonic per level were,
totaled. 'The results are listed in Table 13 ,(May 1968 data oniy). The re-
sults of the 1970 data were not included 'in Table 13 even though the first

five harmoiics were, as in the pilot study, the most important. Roughly 5O"
of the 1970 data was "manufactured" through linearization; consequently,, the
PVEs Vor the first few harimonics are undoubtedly inflated, e.g., see c'able I
where Lhe 1st harmonic is credited with a PVE of 94.29%.

SWillis :ebb, private communicbtion, 1972.
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TABLE 13
MAY 1968 HARMONICS

HAR, )NICS P (days) WAVELENGTHS
5 6.2 1000
1 '31.0 4000
2 15.5 2400
4 7.8 . 1300
3 10.3 1600

Referring to Table, 13, the second place harmonic (Ist) with a period of

31 days can probably be attributed to the 27-day sun cycle and, hence, is very
real.* The 2d, 3rd, and hth harmonics, with wavelengths ranging from 1-2400 km
and pe~riods, from 7.. to 15.5 days, can prooably be attributed to the. short and
mediuir, waves related to tropo~pheric sys~cons. An inspection of the a~cdmpany7

,ing tronospheric analyse.s identified systems passing Cape Kennedy at intervals

of 14 .and 15 days., The 5th harnionic has wavelengths In the very unstable,

range of 800-1000 km., It is probably ashociated with weaý frontal waves or

fast moving gravity waves. Of this list, only those wavelengths which could
be direci;ly attributed to sun cycle1 and synoptic-scale tropospheric systems

were chosen for tohsideration. These ýre harmonics 1-4 with periods ranging
from 31-7.8 days and wavelengths varying from 11000-1300 kin. With estimates of

the wavelengths hn hand, the problem now isito arrange a network of stations
to properly dtect, define, and, perhaps, for IOuture donsiderations, provide

forecast lead time with respect to the wavelengths of Interest., The durnerical
relationships used below were taken from a report prepared by the Panel on
Small ý;cale Observational Requirements (POSSOR). The POSSOR determined that to

detect a wJave of length L, the distance, :d, between equilateral triang&ularly-
arranged ouserying sites wopld have to be d = 'L. To insure 'that the detect'd

wave would be defined, the relationship d = 1/21, would have' to be sat:sfted.

* ' Lastly, In. order to meet the forecast lead-time criterion, d 1/3L would have

to be met., Table 111 shows these relationships for the chosen harmonics; they

are Illustrated graphically in Figure 1.

TABLE 14
.,TATION DIISTANCES

-iARIONIC PERTOD (days) d=L (kin) d=l/2L (km) d=l/3L (km)

1 31.0 1 4OOO, 2000 1300
S2 15.5 2400 1200 800

14 7.8 1300 650 1oo
3 10.3. 1600 800 5co

Consideri.ng the three network conditions mentioned above, It becomes apoarent
thdt. the existing rocke~sonde station network of North Arerica has surf icient

9
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density to detect and define the long-
e s t w a ve s ( 14 0 0 0 em r a ng e ) ; t h e fu r - F0,, 0 ,. 0 10., 16. 0 ,. 0

thest distance between launch sites [ETEiCT
beinC nearly 2400 km (reference F'ig- 4000 j
ure 2). i'he station complex of I I
Canada, Alasita, and Greenland almost
has the necessary density to satisfy 0 1
the third condition of forecast lead I I
tine. 'n the shorter end of the 10,0 0,i

spcri L 1600) onya Vew sta- zi FORICAST

tions nairs even come close to ful-
filling the distance requirements for 0

definitF)n while most of the network, ] [
once aigain, can detect a wave. These 1000 2000 3000 4000

pairs are (1) Pt. lMugu-WhIte Sands WAVE LINOT0

Mi4ssile Range, (2) Primrose Lake-Fort
Churchill, and (3) Cape Kennedy- Figure 1. Station Distancec V(-rsus
Uallops Island. Each of these pairs WaveLengths.
have d - 1000 kin; ooviously, this
network does not satisfy criterion 3 for forecast lead time. Just to properly
|eflne these short waves over North America, eight stations would have to be
added to the existing CM.•N. ','our of these would have to be 'in the Canada-
Greenland area, and1 the other four within the continental United 3tates. These
additions would increase the C1.1N by more than 60%.

Applying the POSSOR arguments to the SAG-solicited suggestic:n of -10 sta-
tions along an arc of longitude would Droduce a station array capable of de-
tectIng and defining waves of the L = 4000 km range. Definition of the shorter
wavelengtns would require a station density of at least 15 per longitudinal
are. fo suimmarlze, a network of rocketsonde stations in an equilateral tri-
angulzor configuration, each station d ý 800-1100 km apart, would detect and
1c`Jint ,aves of length L = 1600 kin, or greater, and provide forecast lead time
f'r waves longer than 21100 kmi.

Tise hypothetical existence of the network brings us to the next imoortant
quvsl ion which is hcw often should we sample this 30-kmi slice of atmosphere.
Presently, the 1IAE. Environmental Rocket Jounding System (USAFERSS) averages

launcies per week. This figure can vary from 1 launch per week duri.i" the

summ.er to as many as 5 per week Juring spring, fall, and winter. rher( !r
also some dependency on latitude with the northernmost stations 'irLig mcre
Crequently, but still within the stated rates.

Investigation of the map series accompanying ETAC Report 591ý prodi..2el th('
-Ough ,stimate of 3 mps as the average speed of density waves. It must be

Ic
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added that the paucliy of data and resultant analysis smoothing probably makes

this averwoe sp-ed too slow; however, we can use this figure in another POSSOR
equation to produce a minimum observational frequency firure. POSSOR reasoned
that the time interval between observatiuns, t, should be not less than the

time- it tares for the subject wave to travel past a singlr- station. If we con-
sider waves 3f 1600 km anrv the 3-iv:ps figure, the rulationsh.p,

1600 h.

3 mps <x 24 hr da"

produce a minimum time ;nterval of 6 days. As previously :x:entioned, the cur-
rent nt.twork fir'ng frequvneces equal rr ex:ceed this interval. Ac',c-rd):g to
the data compiled by Wvillis Webb*, even the rapid spread of "Explosive Warm-
ings" can be adequately tracked by time intervals of 2 days. The CMNII (and
other locations around the world) generally go on a 5 per week frlnp schedule

during occurrences of this stratospheric phenomenon. Although this paper does

not address the samplln;: Crequency required to study diurnal variations, it
can be inferred that on(, additional launch per day (nir.htl would satisfy this

requirement. All of this suggests that our present sampling frequencies are
adequatc and that the mnajor problem lies with the number of' stations. once the
spatla? "'requency increase requirement is met, the scientific and military

cominunities will have an increased data base to meet present requirements and
the flexibllity, to respond to future requirements.

Conclusions Concernina the Opti.mum Rocketsonde Network Configuratlon

Iefore we construcL the "Ideal" rocketsonde network, we shall touch on two
major limitations to expansion of the existing configuration, narnely, area and
economics. There Is an areal limitation because of the requirement Cor a very
large tract of land for each launch location. Meteorological rockets require

a range nt at least 80 km in length with at least 500 kin of clear area encom-
passing the launch point. Additionally, 90 degrees of arc C'ro.,n the point of
launch are needed. The size of the resulting area would be approximately
.10,000 sq kin. This consideration alone, aside from safety factors, requires

estab!ishmrent of launch locations in sparsely populated areas.

The economic limitation is the more important of the two; it restricts
scientific and enginecrinr, advances required to increase the number o," rocket
soundin, locations. To have full siting freedom, we would need either a total

destruct mechanism on the rocket motor or development of a stable booster with

a circ' lar error probability of a few hundred feet. These are not new ideas;
they ar( very feasible. Space Data Corporation (manufacturer of the :3uper
LOXK) has done work in both areas and has test flown boosters of uoth types.

' .:ebb, Willis L. Structure of the Stratosohere and Mesosphere. N.Y. Academic

Press, 1966, 384 p.

11
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AFCRL has a formal program for development of a stable booster for the Super
LOKI. Personnel limitations are also only a matter of economics. Expansion
of the training program at Vandenberg could accommodate the necessary manpower

requirements for network enlargement. In essence, science and technology can

meet the demands; only lack of funding bars the way to accomplishment.

With the major limitations behind us, we can now construct the expanded

rocketsourding network. 'igure 2 (distance in kilometers) shows the continen-

tal North American portion of the existing CMRN. The distance between loca-

tions illuminates the lack of a sufficient observing network along POSSOR-

suggested l:ines. Figure 3 shows the CMRN in addition to existing launch loca-

tions; some of which are irregularly used and others which are not used at all.

From this array we can put together a better network without incurring the ex-
penses of construction. Green River, Copper Harbor, Resolute Bay, Paint Barrow,

and High Water could be incorporated into the network to produce the configura-

tion shown in Figure 4. Oreen River is an Army location and is avL lable for

immediate occupancy; the UWAF would have to supply only the hardware. High

Water and Resolute Bay belong to Canada and would require more work and some

sort of international agreement. Copper Harbor is owned by the University of

Michigan; an agreement would have to be reached between school officials and

the USA,.'. Point Barrow belongs to the United States. With little regard for

areal or economic limitations, a quasi-optinum observing network would look

something like Figure 5. Theoretical launch sites (eight) are Indicated by As;

their uprroximate locations are as follows:

a. 720N, 120OW, near Victoria island in the Beaufort Sea.

b. 63*11, 1070 W, south-central Northwest Territories.

c. 61 0 N, 70OW, Cap Hopes Advance, Quebec.

d. 51101, 1280W, coastal British Columbia.

e. 42 0 N, 12401W, near Cape Mendocino, California.

f. 4;00N, 1080W, near Billings, Montana.

g. 40 0 N, .91 0W, north of St. Louis, Missouri.

h. 30 0 N, 93 0 W, Louisiana coast west of New Orleans.

In an effort to make the recommended configuration compatible with existing

locations, it 4as necessary to sacrifice the "d ý 800-1100 km" igure in

several instances.

What has been suggested is an improvement of the best "network" in the
world. To improve the worldwide network would require many more locations and

many millions of dollars. In a preceding section, "Meteorological Rocket
')ata ... ," we state the source of requirements for these data. It is highly

unlike.y that the demand to better define this portion of the atinosphere will

12
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dimin~sn in the future; in all probability, it will increase. rt is not sug-

gested here that the world bv' criss-crossed by this type of network. Perhaps,
because of the suspected conservative nature of density above 30 kin, only a

well sa.mpled portLon of the globe would be sufficient to infer density rela-
tionzhi!s for the rest of the atmosphere. The L:PJ'WTNET and either one of the

Poles could be likewise expanded to form the other half of' a detailed network
over roughly 1/3 of the globe.

Tt Is assumed that in the future the United States will have the capabili-
ty 'or :ndirect sensing of most of the atmosphere. But during the current

development stage, corroborative "ground truth" data will be required. 2he
meteorological rocket Is the only efficient system currently available to pro-
vide these data up to 650 km.
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LIST OF USAZSTAC TECHNICAL NOTES

'lumber Title Date

71-1 Interim Instructions for the Use of the National Meteorolo- Feb 71
gical Center Air Pollution (APP) Products (AWS distri-
bution only) (AD-718966)

71-2 A Reprint of Use of FOUS (Detailed PE Guidance) (AWS distri- Mar 71
bution only) (AD-719866)

71-3 Superseded by USAFETAC TN 72-3

71-4 Diurnal Variation of Summertime Thunderstorm Activity over Apr 71
the United States (AD-724645)

71-5 Preliminary Verification of AFGWC Boundary-Layer and Macro- Jun 71

scale Cloud-tcrecasting Hodels (AD-725738)

71-6 Use of Extrapolation in Short-Range Forecasting (AD-729022) Sep 71

71-7 Glossary of Spanish, French, German, English Selected Aug 71
Climatological and Meteorological Terms (AD-731554)

71-8 A Prediction flethod for Blast i'ocusing (AD-732765) Sep 71
71-9 Determination of Maximum Emission Rates to Meet Air Quality Aug 71

Standards (AD-733505)

71-10 A Recume of Short-Range Forecasting Techniques (AD-731162) Sep 71

71-11 Nfumerical Proprocessing of Rawinsonde Position Vectors Oct 71
(AD-732205) (Limited distribution only)

71-12 Clock-lour/Instantaneous Rlainfall Hate Relationshins Appli- Dec 71
cnble to the Eastern United States (AD-733586)

72-1 A Guide for the Editorial Preparation of Technical Reports Jan 72
for Publication by Hq Air Ueather Service (AWS distri-
bution only)

72-2 A Survey of Availability of H1urricane/Typhoon Packages and Jan 72
Associated Data (AD-736451)

"72-3 Listing of Seminars Available at AWS Wings (AWS distribution Feb 72

only) (AD-736452)

72-4 A Selected Annotated Bibliography on the Tropopauso (AD-738594) Feb 72

72-5 A Selected Annotated Bibliography of Environmental Studies May 72
of Italy (1952-1971) (AD- )

72-6 An Investigation into the Proper Spatial and Temporal Jun 72
Frequency of the Meteorological Rockatsonde !letwork
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